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Social media mastery: How to conquer Twitter and Facebook and 

send floods of high value traffic to your website 

 

 

 

This is just one chapter from my eBook, link building mastery. It features: 

 

 86 link building strategies 

 Exclusive interviews with industry experts (as you will see) 

 A simple down to earth, no BS complete guide to link building 

 And so much more 
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Social media 

 

 

 

Social media is using sites like Twitter and Facebook to drive traffic to your 

website. Social media is a popular, upcoming and widely used way to 

connect online and more webmasters are joining these platforms to drive 

traffic to their site. 

 

I personally am active on YouTube, Twitter, a little less active on Facebook 

and all my blog posts and pages use social bookmarking to drive traffic to 

them. 
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Twitter 

 

There is so much to say about these two marketing forms that you could 

write 10 eBooks on each of them so I am only going to deal with the very 

basics of marketing on Twitter and Facebook. 

 

Twitter is a public social media site that allows people to publish micro 

blogs. You can write posts up to 140 characters long and send them 

around the net.  

 

Twitter for beginners/getting started on Twitter 

 

Skip on to how to get more followers if you are already signed up on 

Twitter 

When you remove all the unnecessary stuff that make Twitter complicated 
than what it is, then explaining Twitter to beginners is actually fairly easy. 
This article will cover the very basics that every beginner needs to know to 
quickly get started on Twitter. 

How To Sign Up 

Before signing up, you need to have an email address. If you don’t, you can 
get a free one from Hotmail, Gmail or Yahoo. Once you’ve got an email 
address, simply go to Twitter.com and click on the green Sign Up Now 
button. Enter your full name (you can choose to not use your real name), 
enter a unique username as well as a password and your email. Once  

http://twitter.com/
https://twitter.com/signup
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you’ve done that, type in the characters to verify your humanness and then 
click on Create My Account. 

How To Find People 

There are 2 ways to find people: by name or by keyword. 

If you want to find people by name, click on Find People at the top of the 
page and then type in the name of the person you are searching for. You 
should then be shown at list of results, one of which may be the person you 
are searching for. 

If you want to find people by keyword, stay on your homepage, and use the 
search function on the right hand side bar. If you want to find someone who 
shares your interests, type in that keyword and a list of latest people who 
have used that keyword in their tweets will come up. There’s a good 
chance that if they used that keyword, that they are interested in that topic. 

How To Follow 

Once you found someone you’ve been looking for or shares your interest, 
you may want to follow them so that you can follow their tweets. 

If you want to do this, simply click on their username and you will be 
directed to their page. Then click on the follow button underneath their 
profile picture. You should get notified that you’re following them. It’s that 
simple. 
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Sign up for Twitter right now and follow some people you already know. 

Then search for the experts in your field and follow them too. 

 

The best way to learn is by doing so write a few tweets and get to know the 

different functions on Twitter. When you have done that return here and get 

some followers. 

How to get more followers  

 

 

 

Now that you are signed up lets start seeing some results from Twitter 

 

The key to being successful on Twitter is to have lots of followers. 

Followers are people who subscribe to your feed and get all your Tweets in 

their Timeline. 
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That is the question everybody is asking. Some people use automated 

tools and others follow people they know follow back automatically. But 

these schemes to get followers are useless.  

 

Why automated and follow for a follow tactics don’t work 

 

Your timeline will now be filled with piles of tweets from people they have 

no interest in. Thus the value of link sharing and communicating with the 

people you follow is wiped out.  

 

The same can be said for the people who followed you. They only followed 

you because you followed them. Thus they put no value in their timeline or 

they filter out your Tweets. So the value of having followers (more people 

seeing your tweets) is non existent. 

 

The amount of time it takes to manually do this following and unfollowing is 

extremely high. This time would be better spent writing content, articles or 

Tweets and they would get more traffic and valuable followers that way.   

 

The perfect follower 

 

You want a follower with a perfect “follower profile”. Let me explain what I 

mean by that, a perfect follower profile is the ideal user who follows you. 

Here are some things you want in a Twitter follower: 
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 A user who doesn’t follow lots of other people: this way your tweets 
are more likely to be seen by your follower. 

 A user who followed you because they are interested in your niche, 
your website, products or services: you are more likely to make sales 
through Twitter. 

 A user who is conversational: having conversations on Twitter is a 
great way to build relationships. 

 A user that regularly retweets and shares your information: the viral 
marketing power of Twitter. 

 

How to get more “perfect followers” 

 

Of course you can’t control who follows you, and any follower is better than 

no follower but these four organic methods for getting followers will get you 

a bunch of perfect followers as well as the average follower: 

 

1) Tweet, tweet and tweet some more. Never tweet for the sake of 
tweeting but being a regular contributor with useful and insightful 
tweeting will gain you followers who are only interested in your 
tweets. 

2) Answer questions. Starting out on Twitter with no followers can 
make it hard to get the ball rolling. Many people tweet questions 
about topics related to you. Use Twitter search to find these 
questions and then answer them using the reply function. The person 
who asked the question will be grateful and may follow you. 

3) Use your website and blog. Link to your profile from your website 
and your blog and you will receive a steady flow of new followers. 
This gives you a chance for increased exposure with these visitors 
meaning more chances to sell your products. 

4) Put it in your sig file. You know the list of links and positions you 
see at the bottom of many emails. You can create one of these with 
links to your Twitter profile. It’s a great way to use your existing 
contacts. 
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So clearly the key to building valuable Twitter followers is to do it naturally. 

By employing these techniques you will soon have plenty of followers and 

you will see the benefit of Twitter marketing. 
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Twitter marketing interview with Marko Saric of 
www.howtomakemyblog.com and author of the 
Twitter Marketing eBook.  

 

Marko is a prolific Tweeter with over 20,000 followers so 

he certainly knows what he is talking about. Before I even started Tweeting 

I read Marko’s book and it convinced me to sign up for Twitter and now I 

can’t get enough of it. Thanks Marko for the inspiration and the fantastic 

interview.   

 

1)Why is Twitter such an effective social marketing tool and 

what kind of results have you seen from it? 

 

Comparing it to other networks like Facebook, Twitter is more about 

sharing external links so it is a great source of traffic. If you can get 

few of the Twitter influential to retweet your blog post it can easily 

spread and send you thousands of visitors so that is mainly how I am 

using Twitter - as a traffic tool. 

 

2)What are the big mistakes you see people make when they 

start tweeting? 

 

People think just by starting a Twitter account they can get traffic. It 

doesn't work like that. You need to spend a lot of time connecting 

with relevant people and influencers and you need to create value 

daily by sharing quality links and being part of the discussion. So 

biggest mistakes - expecting results before doing any work first. 

 

http://www.howtomakemyblog.com/
http://www.howtomakemyblog.com/ebook/whats-the-twitter-marketing-e-book/
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3)Wow Marko you have over 20,000 followers on Twitter how did 

you get them/What are your top 5 tips for getting new followers? 

 

You basically have to promote your Twitter page like you do your 

blog. Put itwhereverit is relevant. Also make sure to create value in 

your tweets as retweets can give you new followers. Also connect to 

people first - follow them, @reply them, interact with them and they 

will follow back. 

 

4)What are your most retweeted/popular types of tweets? 

 

Same with blog posts headlines - "how to" or "top tips" kind of 

headlines work best even for retweets. 

 

5)I know promoted tweets and trends are still in beta and aren’t 

quite open to the public yet, but do you think they will be a 

successful way to promote your profile and will you be using 

them? 

 

I haven't really tested any of them and am not sure how expensive 

they are. For small time bloggers and business owners I think it is 

best to focus on organic way of promoting your Twitter profile as we 

have spoken about already. 

 

6)At what point did you start seeing your followers and traffic 

snowball and contribute largely to your blog? 
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